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● What We have
   500,000 astronomical plates

● What We've Done
   Digitizing catalogs, trying scanners

● What We're Doing
   3-year NSF grant to build a scanner and
   digitize 10,000 plates

● What We Want To Do
   Digitize them all and serve them on the Web
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Presentation Outline



 What We Have
● Harvard’s plates contain the most complete sky coverage
  of both the northern and southern sky over the longest
  time period – 1880 to 1989 

● Harvard Observatory now has 500,000+ photographs, by
  far the largest collection and 25% of the world’s total.

● Of those, between 250,000 and 350,000 will be useful for
  photometry and astrometry.
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 What We Have

Series Total Aperture (in.) Scale "/mm N/S Years Mag. Limit Q
27504 24 60 S 1893-1950 18 5

ADH 7067 30 68 S 1950-1963 18-19 4
AM,AC, ... 75000 1.5 600 N/S 1898-1957 13-14 3

B 76874 8 179 S 1885-1954 17 4
BR 4176 8 209 S 1938-1944 17 4

DNB,DSB 9000 1.6 580 N/S 1962-1989 15 5
I 59246 8 163 N 1889-1946 17 4

MA 11737 12 97 N 1905-1983 17-18 5
40596 16 98 N 1909-1992 17-18 5
40897 10 167 S 1915-1955 17 4

RH,RB 33000 3 391 N/S 1928-1963 15 3
Total 385097

A

MC
MF

These are the plates which we think are worth scanning
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 What We Have Done
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● Created digital catalogs of about 100,000 plates

● Tested scanners on 8x10-inch plates

● Created a web site with access to plate stack
  catalogs and current scanned plates
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First: Digitize Metadata

From hand-written cards and logbooks
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Web Access to
Digital Plate Stack Catalogs
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Search on sky position and time
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Next: Digital access to image data

Moving the plates out of the 20th century
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Scanner Testing

We bought a Umax and scanned about 100 
plates, 40 of them from the MC series 
containing the open cluster M44 for a project
with Leonid Berdnikov, then it broke.

CreoScitex EverSmart $35,000-$50,000
 High resolution (4800 dpi), but crashed a lot
● 20 minutes per scan

UMAX PowerLook 3000 $5,000
● Adequate resolution (1200 dpi)
● Reliable, for a while
● Under 10 minutes per scan
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Access to digital images

User Stack Catalog 
Search

FITS 
Image Archive

(WCS Information)

Image Status 
Archive

FITS Extractor

Object or coordinates and time

Plate names and object (x,y)

FITS images
of plate portions

Scanned?
WCS?
Missing?
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Access to digital images

 

MC Series description
page with spatial and
temporal distribution
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Access to digital images

 
Search page for 
MC series
 
Limits may be 
set  in space and 
time
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Access to digital images

 
Results of search
for MC plates from
1950-1989 on
which M44 appears

Plates which have
been scanned may
be displayed
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Access to digital images

 
View of entire plate
with each pixel
representing 400
(20x20) pixels in
the scanned image
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Access to digital images

 
The same 1/20 scale
image may be downloaded
as a FITS image to an image
browser such as ds9.
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Access to digital images

By clicking on any position
in the web display of the
entire plate, a portion with
dimensions defined on the
search page is returned as
a FITS file displayable in ds9
or a JPEG file at the full
scanned image resolution.



 What We Are Doing
● To scan Harvard’s library of historic plates in a 3-5
  year time frame, we needed a machine that can scan
  200 times faster than machines designed 20+ years
  ago, such as the USNO PMM, which took ~1- 4 hours
  to scan a single 14 x 14 inch plate.  

● To meet astrometric, photometric, and archival goals,
  the machine needs sub-micron positional accuracy, at
  least 12 bits of photometric density range, and a scan
  speed that allows human handling to limit the average
  plate processing time.
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 What We Are Doing
● Using technology common to semiconductor wafer
  and flat panel display inspection stations,  a machine
  can be built today that can do ultra fast, ultra precise
  scanning.

● The 4Kx4K Summit digitizing camera with 12-bit
  11-µm pixels will be moved across the image, taking
  slightly overlapping exposures.

● An 8 x 10 inch plate will be scanned in about 20
  seconds (though we will probably do 2 at once).

● A 14 x 17 inch plate will be scanned in a little over a
  minute, generating enough data in that time to fill a
  DVD (3 Gigabytes).
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Future Harvard Scanner with
14x17-inch photographic plate
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Harvard Plate Digitizer side view
(massive legs are air-bearing shock
 isolation support system)

Harvard Plate Digitizer top view



Harvard Digitizer Reality
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Harvard Plate Digitizer table
at factory last week

Harvard Plate Digitizer room
awaiting digitizer delivery



Scan Plate
Extract

Star Centers

Add Photometry
and Astrometry

Merge

Fit World Coordinate
System (WCS)

Add Position
and Time

Web Interface

Plate Scanning Pipeline

Plate Stack
Catalog

Master
Catalog

FITS
File

Scanned
Image 
Archive

Star
Catalogs

Plate
Catalog
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But the plates aren't all
● To ease plate processing, we need to have
  digital catalogs before we scan plates.  We
  have a >100,000 plate head start, but the
  rest of the plate stacks need to be digitally
  catalogued in a more timely way.

● To outsource catalog transcription, we need
  to convert existing observing log books to
  digital images, a fairly major project

● So two additional sub-projects need funding:
   Telescope log imaging and catalog transcription
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 Catalog Digitization

● Existing digital catalogs have been created
  very slowly over the past 15 years by part-
  time plate stack staff.

● Digital catalogs are necessary for the plate
  digitizing pipeline, so the process must be
  accelerated

● We are applying for grants to fund catalog
  transcription, but to make it easier, we also
  need:
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 Telescope Log Digitization
● Since many of the older log books are too
  fragile to travel and transcription in Cambridge
  is likely to be too expensive, they should be
  imaged into a digital format

● Log books contain information which may not
  fit or have been processed into existing digital
  catalogs.

● While we need funding to image older, fragile
  logbooks, we can have the looseleaf logbooks of
  the last half-century scanned at the CfA.
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 What We Will Do
● Integrate and test our newly-developed high
  speed digitizer

● Digitize ~10,000 plates for demonstration
  science (e.g. PG Quasar varibility survey)

● Complete digitization of card catalogs and scan
  telescope log books to enable optimum scan
  strategy for complete (~500,000) plate collection

● Develop plan for both local and remote serving
  the entire ~300Tb dataset

● Seek funding and/or donors to support the
  complete digitization project.
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